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CROWDFUND LONDON
Crowdfund London gives local, community-led organisations the 
opportunity to pitch new ideas - big or small - for projects to make 
your local area even better. The best could attract a pledge of up to 
£50,000 from the Mayor, who wants to back crowdfunding campaigns 
that demonstrate local support. If you get a pledge and then hit your 
target, we’ll support you to bring your idea to life. 

HOW TO GET INVOLVED
You and your community need to come together to create something new and exciting to 
benefit the whole neighbourhood. You’ll need to run a local crowdfunding campaign on the 
website Spacehive to secure backing for your project. We are really open minded to different 
types of ideas but typically they will be civic improvement projects.

We want to pledge to projects that:

• Celebrate and strengthen the special character of your area 

• Respond to a local challenge or opportunity in a creative way 

• Give an unused space a new lease of life 

• Help the local economy

• Give local people lasting skills and opportunities

• Improve environmental sustainability 

• Make everyone in the community feel welcome and involved 

• Attract strong support from the community - shown via a spirited crowdfunding 
campaign and other evidence

Projects could help to make your high street a better place to visit or do business, improve 
or establish a local market, give a new lease of life to a forgotten space or empty building, 
improve access to healthy and affordable food or create a new cultural feature that attracts 
people to the area.

Visit our website for further details.

WWW.LONDON.GOV.UK /CROWDFUNDING
CROWDFUNDING@LONDON.GOV.UK
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THE BEGINNING AND THE E ND

AT THE BEGINNING
Make sure people really want what you plan to offer. Whether a public space, a 
community building, or a start-up social business, projects need people who 
want to use them.

Talk to people who have done similar things. Most people love to share their 
experience and lessons learnt. Make a list of the Strengths, Weaknesses, 
Opportunities and Threats to your project (SWOT analysis). This can be a really 
useful way to work out if your project is realistic, or what you need to improve to 
make it stronger.

Write down your aims and ambitions so you don’t lose sight of them once you 
get into the detail. How will you know if your project is a success? How can you 
measure the change you make?

Don’t be afraid to try something that might fail – ideas that are experimental and 
innovative often need several attempts to get right, and you will learn a lot from 
the process.

• Talk to your community throughout the process
• Keep track of risks to your project
• Record what you do: take photos, write a blog
• Report back regularly to your funders/backers

AT THE END
Not all projects last forever – they evolve 
as times change, they are designed to be 
temporary, or they are an experiment that 
doesn’t work out. Think about how you will know it is the right time to move on 
or call it a day. What will you do with your site, equipment or people when the 
project ends? 

Some projects need to be handed over to other people to run or manage. Make 
sure that it is handed over smoothly and with all the information they need to 
keep it going. Document your project as you go along so that whether it is a 
success or a failure, you and others can learn from it. If you are too busy, ask 
someone else to help. 

Measure the impact of your project. How many people did you help? How much 
did you help them? What did they say about your work, both good and bad? 
What did you learn along the way that you will take into your next project?
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HOW TO U SE THE PROJECT BOX

Your Project Box is a guide to help you plan your project.

Inside you have worksheets designed to get you started. You also have our 
Community Projects Handbook, packed full of useful advice and case studies. 
Use the box to keep notes, photos, inspiration as you go to help tell the story of 
the project and create a clear and exciting crowdfunding campaign.

The worksheets are loose leaf and you can download replacement pages from 
our website, if you want to have another go or try a different way of doing things.

Your journey will be hugely rewarding. Planning now will help make things easier 
and ensure you have a convincing proposal.

WORKSHEETS

INFOSHEETS

COMMUNITY PROJECTS HANDBOOK

YOUR OWN PROJECT PAPERS
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WORKING WITH YOUR COMMUNITY

WELCOMING EVERYONE
Projects that are funded with public money, need to show that they will benefit 
the whole of their local community, not just a part of it. Try to make sure that all 
kinds of people feel welcome. This will be affected by the kind of activities you 
offer; the kind of people who run the space; how it looks and feels; and how you 
will promote or advertise it.

• Who would not be able to use or experience your project, and why?

• Who might feel that your project is ‘not for them’?

Think about how you can make your space or project multi-functional. Can you 
add extra elements to your core mission, to make it even better? When your 
space isn’t being used for your main purpose, what else could it be used for?

Consider access for the elderly, the disabled, those with young children. This 
isn’t just physical access to your space or site – it is also the times of day you are 
open and how you let people know your project exists.

FOCUS ON YOUR IMPACT
You want to make a positive change in your area – so how can you make sure you 
are succeeding? Think about the following questions, they will be important as 
you develop your ideas:

• What changes or impact do you want to have?

• How can you measure if you are meeting these aims?

• Funders, backers and your community will want to know that you are 
focused on your mission and can prove you are making a difference. 
This could  be through the feedback you get from users, as well as from 
statistics about what you do.

• What does success look like? Being able to demonstrate your impact will 
help you to secure future funding or support for other projects.
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WORKING WITH YOUR COMMUNITY

SPREADING THE WORD AND RECEIVING CRITICISM

It will make your project better if you tell your community about it, and get their 
feedback. Opening up to people will help you to get support, discover risks or 
drawbacks, test your business plan and help you see what outsiders think of your 
ideas. Be happy to receive criticism – it can be helpful!

It will also help you inform people about what you are planning so that they are not 
taken by surprise. Projects can have impacts on their neighbours – for example, 
noise or disruption due to building work, or parking problems due to a road closure 
– and if you can get your neighbours onside with your project from the start, they 
are less likely to complain.

PLANNING COMMUNITY EVENTS

You can talk to your community in a number of ways but, at some point, it is likely 
that you will want to hold an event, exhibition or drop-in meeting where anyone is 
invited to have their say. Here are some tips to make this a success:

• Think about what time of day and what time in the week you hold your event. Are 
you excluding people who have young children, the elderly, people who work in 
different kinds of jobs, or who have religious commitments?

• You won’t be able to suit everyone, so try to find a way that people who can’t 
come, can still comment on your ideas. Leaflets, posters, a website or online 
survey, and social media can all be useful.

• How can you encourage people to attend? Can you offer something fun in 
exchange for attendance?

• Be clear and honest about your project. If it is still not funded or fully developed, 
say so, so that people know not to expect it to happen overnight.

• Be prepared for people to ask tough questions. Some people may be cautious 
about change. Make this feedback into positive learning, by asking how you 
could make the project work for them.

• Listen without interrupting. If someone has misunderstood, wait till they have 
finished, before correcting them in clear and simple language.
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DEVELOPING YOUR IDEA

USING THE COMMUNITY TO DEVELOP YOUR IDEA

Talk to local people who experience the challenge or need that you are interested 
in (the potential ‘users’ of your project).

• What is specific about how they experience this issue in your community?

• What do they think might help

Research any people or projects that have tried to solve similar problems.

• Why did they succeed or fail?

Come up with some options for projects that you think could make a difference.

Do they need a physical space?

• Can you find a space like that in your area, or can you make one?

Take your options to your users for feedback.

• Which do they think might be most worthwhile?

• How would they make it even better?

When you think your idea might work, start planning your project in more detail.

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓
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UNDE RSTANDING GOVE RNANCE

You need to think about what kind of group structure you want to 
have to make your project happen. Shared aims, responsibilities 
and roles, rules for decision making and group membership 
are really important even in an informal group to ensure that 
everyone is clear about your mission statement, how you will 
work, and to give funders confidence in you. Remember this 
organisation will also be liable if anything goes wrong.

PARTNERING
You can choose to partner with an established charity, social enterprise or company, 
who can be the project manager and fund holder for your project. This can save a lot of 
paperwork, and you’ll be using their skills and experience to run your project properly.

If you choose to remain an informal ‘unincorporated’ group, individual members of the 
group may end up being personally liable if something goes wrong, or if you run out of 
money to pay for something you have committed to buy.

Becoming a charity is not always difficult – there are various different forms of charity that 
you can choose from. Being a charity means that you will get business rates relief of 80%, 
which can help a lot. However, charities can only pay their staff, and must have an unpaid 
trustee board that are accountable for decision-making.

You could also consider becoming a social enterprise (for example a Community Interest 
Company). This can allow you to pay your directors and you do not need to have unpaid 
trustees, but you cannot pay out profits – these must be reinvested in your activities. You 
may be able to get business rates relief but this is up to your local council to decide.

THINGS TO THINK ABOUT

• Agree a Governing document 

 ◦ A document that defines what your organisation is and how it should 
operate

• What is your Legal structure?      

• What is your Team agreement?  

 ◦ Detailing roles and responsibilities of each team member 

TURNING AN INFORMAL GROUP INTO A FORMAL STRUCTURE
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UNDE RSTANDING SPACE S

Sooner or later you will start to think about where you want your 
project to be. You may have a great idea, but don’t have a place or 
space to house it. Understanding spaces and buildings is crucial 
to a successful project.

• Walk around your neighbourhood looking for spaces that aren’t being used. 
Think creatively – are there buildings or spaces that don’t have commercial 
value but could be perfect for a community space?

• Talk to local estate agents, who might be able to help with temporary 
‘meanwhile’ uses of commercial space at low cost

• You can find out if a site is publicly owned in London, through the London 
Land Commission Register

• You can look up who owns any land or building on The Land Registry           
(for a small fee)

Make sure your space is suitable for what you want to use it for (see the 
Finding a Space Worksheet for a way to establish the positives and 
negatives of an area)

• Make a checklist of essential elements you need for your project. For 
example, size, delivery access, character.

• Taking along an architect or other building professional can help you 
understand whether there might be practical problems with a site or 
building, that you might not spot.
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UNDE RSTANDING SPACE S

SECURING YOUR SPACE
• Contact the owner, stating what you want to use the land or building for. 

It will help if you already have an outline project plan, to show that you are 
serious and realistic.

• You don’t necessarily need to buy or rent the space. You can get a license 
to use it – temporarily or permanently – which can be easier.

• Help on ‘meanwhile’ (temporary) leases for buildings can be found at   
www.gov.uk

• The Meanwhile Foundation offer support but also partnerships to take on 
the risk for small, local groups.

• Help on leases and licenses for community gardening and park projects 
can be found via The Community Land Advisory Service (CLAS).

• Try to get a letter of agreement from the land owner before you pitch your 
project to funders.

• For a bigger project, get a ‘Heads of Terms’ agreed – you will need a 
solicitor to help you with this. This will set out the terms for you using the 
site, and when you get your funding confirmed you can take this forward to 
a full contract.
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PE RMI S SION TO BUILD

PLANNING PERMISSION
You will need planning permission:

• To build a new building

• To change the use of an existing building or space (e.g. from shop to restaurant)

• To alter the outside of an existing building.

• To make changes to a listed building

You can contact your local council and speak to the duty planning officer, who will advise you if 
you need planning permission. They should advise you if it would be helpful to have a meeting 
or submit some early stage ideas to the planning department (a pre-application consultation). 
This can be a useful way of finding out what the planning issues are for your site, and how you 
can solve them. Bring along your designer or architect, if you have one. If you plan on doing 
work to streetscapes or public spaces, you are likely to also need permission from your local 
council’s highways team and/or Transport for London (TfL). Ask for advice at an early stage.

USEFUL RESOURCES
• Designing Buildings wiki
• Planning Portal

BUILDING REGULATIONS

Building Regulations cover fire safety, energy efficiency, accessibility for the disabled, 
sanitary and drainage provision and many other important checks. You will need Building 
Regulations approval if you:

• Change the use of a building

• Renovate or alter a building (in most cases)

• If you’re not sure if you need Building Control approval, contact your local council.

You can either use your local council’s Building Control service or a private Approved 
Inspector. They will tell you what information you need to submit for approval, approve 
your plans before construction, and visit site to inspect the construction work to make 
sure it is being done safely.

CONSTRUCTION DESIGN & MANAGEMENT REGULATIONS 2015

Construction can create hazards for those who build, use and maintain buildings. Be 
aware that if you undertake building work you, as well as your designers and contractor, 
have responsibilities. 


